
Your Solution to Sedimentation

Maintain a Sustainable Balance

scientifi c guidance. We offer service from our head 
offi ce or local partners. You are also free to use the 
technology under a license agreement.

Scientifi cally Approved 

DB Sediments® maintains scientifi c cooperation with 
universities, research facilities and federal agencies. 
Our main focus is to further evaluate ecological effects, 
analyze morphological benefi ts and to optimize trans-
port rates.

Your Benefi t 

The benefi t of using DB Sediments® Technology 
is obvious:
• Avoid the massive costs of traditional methods
• Restore the reservoir’s (eco-)system to full operation
• Gain a permanent and sustainable solution of your
 sediment issues
• Restore the river morphology sensitively and to a nearly  
 natural state

Find out more at: www.db-sediments.com

Cost Effective

Cost Effective

As an operator of a reservoir you can avoid signifi cant 
plant outages. With the application of DB Sediments® 
Technology, you do not need to empty the reservoir. You 
do not have to cope with generation losses. You won’t 
have to worry about dumping costs. You do not waste 
any valuable water. DB Sediments® Technology helps you 
to prevent further erosion due to missing sediment con-
tent. As an administrator of a river authority, you do not 
have to take measures to add missing sediment, as it is
practiced to a large extent in rivers such as the Rhine in 
Germany. Each reservoir has its specifi c properties. We 
offer customized equipment and operation for power 
plants of any size, ranging from Kilo- to Gigawatts and 
for reservoirs covering thousand m³ to several km³. Our 
patented and economically competitive equipment 
differs from conventional wet dredging/cutting tools 
in several ways. Depending on the chosen equipment 
and specifi c needs, it is customized for manual and/or 
automated long-term operation.

Full Service

DB Sediments® offers full service. Please select from initial
consulting, sediment analysis, ecological evaluation, 
equipment installation, operation, maintenance and 

Special off-road vehicle for On-Site commissioning

DB Sediments®

Head offi ce
Bismarckstraße 142
47057 Duisburg, Germany
Phone (GER): +49 203 306-3620
Fax (GER):  +49 203 306-3629
E-mail: info@db-sediments.com
Skype: db-sediments-info

www.db-sediments.com

How to reach us

Whether you are a customer 
or interested in an operational
partnership – please contact:

DB Sediments® USA

Seattle, WA
Phone: +1 509 315 3033
E-mail:  northamerica@db-sediments.com
Skype:  db-sediments-info

www.db-sediments.com

DB Sediments® Australia

ACT-Canberra
Phone: +61 2 6100 8303
E-mail: australia@db-sediments.com
Skype: db-sediments-info

www.db-sediments.com

DB Sediments® South America

Santiago 
Phone: +56 2 897 4050
E-mail: southamerica@db-sediments.com
Skype: db-sediments-info

www.db-sediments.com

DB Sediments® Asia

Hong Kong 
Phone: +852 8193 4070
E-mail: asia@db-sediments.com
Skype: db-sediments-info

www.db-sediments.com

Our Key Accounts

DB Sediments® USA

Offi ce North America 
Chicago, IL 60654, USA 
Mobile: +1 312 533 1057 
E-mail: northamerica@db-sediments.com

DB Sediments® Spain

Offi ce Spain 
Barcelona, España 
Mobile: +34 609 412344 
E-mail: spain@db-sediments.com

DB Sediments® Austria

Offi ce Austria 
8020 Graz, Austria 
Mobile: +43 699 13140310 
E-mail:austria@db-sediments.com

DB Sediments® Hong Kong

Offi ce Hong Kong 
Wan Chai, Hong Kong SAR 
Mobile: +852 9409 3084 
E-mail: hongkong@db-sediments.com

DB Sediments® India

Offi ce India 
Rampur Bushahar, Distt. Shimla, India 
Mobile: +91 94180 52277 
E-mail: india@db-sediments.com 
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Patented Technology of DB Sediments® Enables Sustainable Sediment Flow

• In the case of pumped storage facilities, the sediment  
 already passed the outlet once before in the opposite  
 direction.

To have an ideal effect, the dredging process should be 
in line with the water intake operation. Platform and cut-
ting tool operation is automated and programmed on 
a regular/irregular pattern. You are free to maintain the 
actual sediment level or reduce it to the original “clean” 
reservoir shape over time.

Environmentally Friendly

System Sensitive Solutions

The New European Technology of DB Sediments® 
faces the Challenge of Global Hydro Installations:
• Specially equipped hydraulic tools dredge the com-
 pacted sediment, pump it through a piping system  
 and deposit it at the water intake of the hydro facility  
 without blocking your trash rack.
• The deposited sediment is then again eroded and  
 passed through the inlet of a hydro power station or
 the outlet of the dam. This will be done with no harm  
 to the water turbine and sensitive to the environmen- 
 tal needs of the river.

Sustainable Solution 

Sooner or later, every single hydro installation faces 
sediment issues. Currently many installations suffer from 
severe sediment problems or even siltation. Even those 
still working could often improve their performance 
signifi cantly by minimizing sediment volume, and maxi-
mizing hydro storage capacity. It is so easy to get rid 
of these sedimentation problems or prevent them from 
developing. But many operators and offi cials have not 
yet acted. Make a move! Contact us or one of our local 
partners. We are keen to solve your sediment problem 
with sustainable, cost-effective, and environmentally 
friendly results.

Your team at DB Sediments®

River Morphology Basics

Every single river contains sediment as a natural part of 
its fl ow. Sediment is important for plant and animal life, 
river bed shape, fertilizing and overall river morphology. 
Sediment tends to settle down on the river bottom. 
Erosion by fl ow hydraulics is working the other way. In 
natural rivers, sedimentation and erosion broadly level 
each other out. The river keeps its shape.

line. Please note, that we cannot recommend this 
practice in cases involving severely polluted sediment.

Turbine Protection

Due to the continued and controlled process, our 
hydraulic tools limit the amount of sediment to a pre-
defi ned gravel size, at a specifi c rate when passing the 
turbine. In addition, most turbine main shaft bearings 
are protected by a clean water rinse option. Both 
features prevent higher wear on blades and seals. 
This will keep your turbine safe.

Environmentally Friendly

The transferred sediment is extremely important down-
stream to prevent bank and riverbed erosion. River 
morphology is restored to the equivalent natural situ-
ation and maintained in a sustainable way. Sediment 
ratio in the downstream area is strictly adjusted to fi sh 
friendly conditions and compatible with the benthos 
structure. Practices such as reservoir fl ushing often 
cause a massive drop in oxygen levels which led to 
unacceptably high levels of fi sh mortality. By contrast, 
our technology allows for suffi cient oxygen content by 
additional air injection into the sediment transportation 

Morphologic Changes upon Barrage Construction
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Rinse out Your Sediment Problems

sedimentsediment sedimentsediment

there have been some conventional attempts to try 
to cope with sedimentation in reservoirs. All of them – 
reservoir fl ushing, manual dredging and wet dredging 
with optional dumping downstream – only partly solve 
your problems and often create new ones. Most ap-
proaches are extremely expensive and/or cause a 
signifi cant reservoir/plant shutdown with tremendous 
economic losses. Both sediment extraction and mas-
sive fl ushing create severe ecological damage. This 
is also applicable for pumped storage plants in a 
similar way.

The Two Sides of Sediment: 
Necessity and Problem

Sediment belongs to the river. It protects the river from 
being cut into its bed by the force of the water. Install-
ing a reservoir changes the natural balance of the 
river profoundly. The reservoir now keeps most of the 
sediment, and only a small fraction is sent down the 
river. Rivers with a sediment defi cit tend to develop 
a “Grand Canyon Phenomenon”. The downstream 
river is furthermore affected by erosion. Until now 


